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PUIG exclusive prelaunch of PR Phantom
truly omnichannel

Clearly upping its global launch game , PUIG has unveiled another impressive travel retail exclusive
omnichannel campaign.

The pre-launch of the new Paco Rabanne men’s fragrance, Phantom, is high-profile and disruptive,
and sure to get the attention of travelers around the globe.

Never seen before in the fragrance world, Phantom’s robot-shaped flacon is the world’s
first connected bottle. By placing their phone on top of the bottle, consumers have access
to exclusive content including interactive filters, personalized playlists, augmented reality
and interactive games

The inclusive ad campaign portrays a cool retro-futuristic universe in which an intergalactic crew of
hybrid creatures dance, celebrate, flirt and love freely to the campaign soundtrack You Make Me Feel
(Mighty Real) by Sylvester, remixed by 2ManyDJs.
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The futuristic spaces immerse travellers in the Phantom universe through eye-catching
decorations, promoters in silver jumpsuits, touchless fragrance discovery, personalization
and a ‘dance with Phantom’ retailtainment game

Puig VP Paco Rabanne Jerome Leloup said: “Paco Rabanne has been disrupting the fragrance industry
with bold innovations ever since its first launch. Phantom is the brand’s most ground-breaking launch
yet combining a never seen before campaign, an extremely creative and technological bottle and a
modern aromatic juice, with the very long lasting signature the brand is known for. This new
masculine fragrance will propel us into a new era.”

Puig VP Global Travel Retail Kaatje Noens commented: “The highly anticipated Phantom launch is
deserving of a campaign that is equally as disruptive as the fragrance itself. We are incredibly excited
to implement a highly ambitious omnichannel campaign in global travel retail that will leave travellers
truly immersed in the Phantom universe. One of PUIG’s main strengths is our ability to build brands
and travel retail is the ideal brand building platform. We are proud to be leading innovation and
delivering amazing experiences that make travel retail shine as a shopping channel.”


